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Introduction 

have typically down play its seriousness.  There is a tendency to believe that hardware technology 

wrong.  Make no mistake, File Bloat is a bona fide urgent IT problem and the consequences are 
severe.  

What is File Bloat? 
File bloat is, simply put, files that are much bigger or more bloated than they should be.  In far 
too many cases that bloating can increase file size by as much as twenty times. File Bloat is a 
symptom analogous to the symptoms of biological disease.   File Bloat is the effect caused by 
inefficient software, obsolete algorithms, or incorrect assumptions on the part of the software 
developers on how their software is actually utilized.  File Bloat is most often seen as 
inappropriate choice of image formats; excessive image resolution or large blocks of data 
unnecessary for normal use of the file. 

noticeable when files are combined or embedded.  For example, if a JPEG image is inserted 
within a PowerPoint presentation, it is almost always stored with much too high a resolution.  Or 
pasting part of an Excel spreadsheet in a PowerPoint presentation actually results in attaching the 
entire spreadsheet instead of just the visible portion.  Both these examples result in extensive File 
Bloat. 
Whereas most IT pros may not know about File Bloat, they would have to been living under a 
rock not to know about its consequences. 

Dire Consequences of File Bloat 
Untreated File Bloat causes a series of serious cascading consequences.  Bigger files translate into 
slower write and read times.  Applications run slower.  User productivity is reduced.  Storage 
consumption occurs at a much faster rate.  More primary storage is required.  More storage 
systems are required.  More storage network ports, switches, cables, rack space, floor space, 
power, cooling, or infrastructure is required. And all of this rapidly escalates the amount of 
management tasks (of which most are manually intensive).  That translates into disproportionate 
admin time.  IT admins are time and task limited.  They can only accomplish a fixed number of 
tasks in a given period of time, regardless of the number of productivity tools provided to them.  
Too many tasks mean the hiring of more IT admins.  These consequences correlate to escalating 
capital as well as operating budgets.  Wow.  Those are pretty damning consequences.  
Unfortunately, it gets worse. 
Bigger bloated files also have severe consequences for data protection and disaster recovery, as 
well as business continuity.  Backups, snapshots, replications, mirrors, etc. all take considerably 
longer.  Far too often File Bloat is the root cause of missed backup windows.  Recoveries (a.k.a. 
recovery time objective or RTO) also take much longer.  And remember, recoveries are always 

is at a premium.   
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But because data protection technologies have a tendency to create multiple copies of files, the 
storage consumption issue is four to ten times worse than primary storage.  Whether the data 
protection is on tape or disk, a lot more is required because of File Bloat.  More storage leads 
once again to far more storage systems, network storage ports, switches, cables, rack space, floor 
space, power, cooling, and IT admin management than should be required.   And all of this costs 
time and money.  These File Bloat consequences are alarming. 
Sadly, there are even more consequences when it comes to email.  Bloated files are attached to 
emails to be shared with internal and external coworkers, clients, customers, partners, and 
suppliers.  Bigger attachments equal slower email servers, larger databases, bigger personal 
mailboxes and more complicated email data protection, disaster recovery, and business 
continuity.  Few IT organizations want to spend any more time than necessary recovering a 
crashed email server (and email servers inevitably crash), let alone two, three, four, or even ten 
times longer than necessary.  The performance issues are often handled by implementing more 
email servers - further complicating email management, backup, data recovery, etc.    
Bloated files are also shared via SharePoint, NFS, CIFS, SSH, and FTP.   Bigger files end up 
requiring bigger bandwidth.  Bigger bandwidth costs more money and often does not solve File 
Bloat performance issues - especially over wide area networks.  This can lead to WAN 
optimization devices adding yet more equipment, rack space, floor space, power, cooling, 
management, and cost. 
File Bloat is a perfect example of chaos theory.  Something that may seem inconsequential has in 
fact massive cascading consequences.  But IT organizations are not sitting on their hands hoping 
the problem goes away.  Many are attempting to deal with symptoms or consequences of File 
Bloat with work-arounds. 

File Bloat Work-Arounds 
The most common IT work-arounds for File Bloat are deduplication and lossless compression.  
Both of these work-arounds mitigate some of the symptoms of File Bloat; however, neither fixes 
the root cause.  Understanding how each of these technologies essentially functions, clarifies 
what they in fact mitigate and where they actually add to the problems. 

 Deduplication and File Bloat 
Deduplication (a.k.a. dedupe) generally works best 
with duplicate files, blocks, or blocklets.  Boiled 
down to its essence, deduplication generally 
removes duplicates of files, blocks, or blocklets.  It 
utilizes a database to keep track of each data unit 
stored through or on it.  When it discovers a 
duplicate, it removes that duplicate then places a 
pointer to the location of the original version of the 
data.  
Because there are far more duplicates in backups, snapshots, replicated, CDP, or mirrored data, 
deduplication gets its best results in data protection systems.  This is where high deduplication 
ratios are most often quoted.  This is not the case with primary storage.  First, there are not nearly 
the number of duplicates as there are in backed up, snapped, replicated storage.  Second, most 
unstructured primary data is compressed and some is encrypted.  Block or blocklet level 
deduplication (the most common) does not work very well with compressed data (blocks are 
changed) or encrypted data (blocks are always different).  These factors drastically reduce 
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How does dedupe treat File Bloat?  Dedupe treats bloated files exactly the same way as any other 
file.  It does not reduce the File Bloat itself in the slightest.  In fact bloated files make the dedupe 
process run a bit longer because it must process more data.  For inline dedupe, it increases write 
and read times (reads have to be fully rehydrated.)  For post processing dedupe, it increases the 
amount of disk cache, the time it takes to dedupe the bloated files, and the time it takes to read 
rehydrated deduped files.   
To summarize: Deduplication ratios for backup, snapshot, replicated, CDP, or mirrored data 
protected storage are quite high.  Dedupe ratios for primary storage are much lower and still 
reasonable.  But in the end, dedupe does not address File Bloat although it does treat some of the 
symptoms.  However, File Bloat exacerbates some of dedupes shortcomings. For inline dedupe, it 
increases read and write response times, which are already longer than non-dedupe storage.  For 
post-processing dedupe it increases write cache, the post-processing dedupe time, and read 
response times (again generally noticeably longer).    

 Lossless Compression and File Bloat 
The two basic types of lossless compression are LZ and content 
based.   LZ or Lempel Ziv (a.k.a. LZS or LZO) is actually quite 
similar to deduplication.  LZ reduces file size and storage 
consumption by eliminating duplicate patterns such as files, 
words, or blocks.  It utilizes a database or dictionary with 
pointers or translators.  And similar to dedupe, it is constantly 
looking and learning as patterns change.  Although not quite as 
effective as dedupe for removing duplicate data and reducing 
storage, it is still pretty effective, and has similar benefits for 
secondary data protection storage, and many of the same issues 
with primary storage. But, LZ compression has similar issues to 
dedupe.  It does nothing for File Bloat.  It treats some of the 
storage consumption symptoms while having noticeably longer 
write response times as well as read response times.  These 
response times become notably longer with bloated files.  
Content compression removes all extra space characters, inserting a single repeat character to 
indicate a string of repeated characters, and substituting smaller bit strings for frequently 
occurring characters.  Content compression is not known to be anywhere near as effective as LZ 
compression. And once again, it does nothing to reduce actual File Bloat.  And since bloated files 
take a lot longer to compress (more data to go through) and decompress, write/read response 
times are considerably longer as well. 
The best that can be said about compression and File Bloat is that both types of compression can 
be found in silicon, which speeds up the time it takes to compress and decompress bloated files; 
however, it still does not treat the real File Bloat issues. 
There has to be a better way to solve the problems of File Bloat. Fortunately there is.  
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NXPowerLite is a file optimization solution that is 
lossy by design - it cuts the bloat from files.  The 
technology can reduce Microsoft Office and JPEG file 
sizes by as much as 95%1. NXPowerLite software is 
available for both the desktop and the file server. 
NXPowerLite attacks File Bloat directly.    
It reduces bloated files by eliminating excess data baggage and unwarranted junk data, in addition 
to converting graphics to their most effic
more efficient file that looks and feels identical to the original, but is a great deal smaller in size. 
Optimized files remain in their original format, retaining all their attributes and visual content 
integrity. Visual content integrity means the look, functionality and attributes are identical in 
every way to the bloated originals.  
Unlike deduped or compressed files, optimized files  decompressed 
in order to be read
special viewing software to read NXPowerLite optimized files.  Just like the original bloated file, 
these files can be opened and edited by anybody. 
Best of all, NXPowerLite optimized files can be used in conjunction with deduplication and/or 
compression technologies.  By taking the bloat out of the files, NXPowerLite makes 
deduplication and compression that much more effective and faster. 
And with more than a million production implementations to date, including many under military 
combat conditions, NXPowerLite is a proven solution to File Bloat. 

 

Conclusion 
File Bloat is a grim, time consuming, costly problem.  The key to solving it is lossy file 
optimization.  NXPowerLite for desktops and file servers is that solution.  
For trial software and more detailed information about Neuxpower and NXPowerLite, visit 
www.neuxpower.com. 
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1 Source:  NXPowerLite  Trident  Warrior  Experimentation  and  Results,  FORCEnet 
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